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Farmers in Australia
• Rates of suicide are high
– At least 1.6 x rate of general population
– Up to 2 x rate of other employed people (Arnautovska et al., 2014)
– Mostly male (ABS, 2016; Andersen et al., 2010)
• 49% of Australian farmers likely have a ‘mild or worse’ mental health
disorder (Schirmer et al., 2015)
– General rural population: 26%

during drought

Drought/lack of rain
Unwanted regulation of
and interference with
agricultural practices by
governments and other
organisations

Rising input costs

Poor crop yields

Unsatisfactory
conditions for livestock

Family involvement
in the farm
businesses
Financial pressure

Problems with
labour

Lack of
understanding of
rural issues from

Overwhelming
workloads

Isolation

Role conflict
Pressure to take part in
community work
Strain on
relationships/family
conflict

Uncertainty about future
Stress associated with the
consideration or execution of selling or
leasing properties

Compounded by...
Non drought-related farm stressors: machinery break-downs, disease outbreaks (in crops or
livestock), farm accidents
Other non-farm stressors: illness, death, family responsibilities

-

related issues
ONLY I KNOW ABOUT PROBLEMS

% of farmers who say this would
act as a barrier for them to
speaking to a doctor about a
mental health issue

50

WON'T BE CONTROLLED

56

WON'T COMPLAIN

54

WANT TO BE IN CHARGE

58

RATHER MAKE OWN DECISIONS

69

WON'T SHOW FEELINGS

58

WON'T GET EMOTIONAL

56

WAIT UNTIL IT'S SERIOUS

50

WON'T DWELL ON IT

50

IT'S PART OF LIFE
WON'T OVERREACT

72
61

Independence

health-related issues
The farm comes first

Strength/toughness/masculinity

Farm-related
barriers

Farm work is never done

Personal
attitudes
and
beliefs

Unavailability
Unavailability of choice

Barriers to helpseeking

Bulletproofhappen to me

health to fluctuate
If I ignore it long enough
it will go away

Lack of confidence in local services
Waiting times
Difficulty relating to health professionals
I prefer services in larger/metropolitan centres

Travelling to access care costs time and money

Healthsystem
related
barriers

Preference for a quick fix
Preference to keep the
problem to yourself
Preference for lay support

If you have images
on there, instead of
having a big shiny
new header, which
most people
probably can't
afford, maybe go for
the old machinery

Mostly with
farmers, I reckon
green is probably
their colour
because there's
nothing like looking
out over your
green paddocks

Co-design with farmers is critical

Which farmers
DO cope
effectively?

No rain
Rising input costs
Machinery
breaking down
Disease
outbreaks
Government
regulations

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)

Two major goals:
1) fostering acceptance of
problematic unhelpful thoughts
and feelings that cannot and
perhaps need not be controlled,
and
2) commitment and action
toward living a life according to
one’s values.

Youtube link to cartoon
https://youtu.be/UzXHHA9Z9-M

Purpose of
 Deliver engaging, farmer-focused support
 Improve wellbeing and
 Develop coping skills for future use
in a population who otherwise may not access support
Thereby,
 Reduce the risk of developing severe mental health problems and/or
 Facilitate access to treatment at an earlier stage





Minimize the intensity of the mental health intervention required
Reduce demands on rural GPs and over-stretched (and potentially culturally-insensitive) mental health
services
Help more farmers to be responsive rather than reactive and therefore to make sound financial
decisions and

Results of evaluation to date
Module 1: Taking stock of your current wellbeing and some practical strategies to get you started

•

“It makes you stop and think about where you are at and how you are feeling now and gives hope that I
can change things going forward”

•

“If I was struggling I would have some where confidential to come for help”

Module 2: Thoughts are like bullies

•

“years of searching for tools that can beat my mind, I have three new ones now that were effective
immediately and my mind didn’t outsmart”

•

“Good info, easy to relate to. Good use of examples, eg, playground bully”

•

“spot on!!”

Results of evaluation to date
Module 3: Doing what really matters

•

how to get the most out of a busy life

“Again scratching where I am itching at present – Needing to look six months ahead as with NO RAIN
for crops to be planted the tensions in my family are massive – so I’ve referred to my tool box often to
help others too”
a more pleasant, less

exhausting place to be

•

“Great ideas told in a straight forward way”

•

“A big help in understanding my mind, clearing my mind and getting on with life”

Module 5: Putting it all together and moving forward

•

“Good summary and made me think about the future and how I will tackle it”

Summary

 Created by farmers, for farmers
 Evidence-based (Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy)
 Contextually and culturally appropriate
 Liked by farmers
 Unique
 Broad reach but very low ongoing costs
 Includes strategies to overcome key barriers to
engagement
 Potential to bridge a gap in rural services
 Timely/ ready to help Australian farmers
experiencing drought right now!

kate.gunn@unisa.edu.au

